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What Are Your Next Steps? 
 

Hello everyone! As fall semester progresses, a lot of you may be wondering 

what exactly is next for you. There are a lot of options and the process can 

be overwhelming. If you don’t know where to start, try exploring your 

interests, skills, and strengths to get an idea of what you would like to 

pursue. Some steps may include: 

 

• Explore and commit to extracurricular and leadership activities that 

can help guide your career and college paths 

• Take a career or skill assessment like the ones here  

• Start studying for the NMSQT, PSAT, and SAT with Khan Academy's 

Test Prep 

 

 

UPCOMING 

EVENTS 
 

PSAT and NMSQT 

(sophomores/juniors) 

October 14th and 

October 17th 

 

SAT 

(seniors) 

October 14th 

 

NO CLASSES 

October 22nd and 

October 23rd 

 

October 2nd, 2020 

https://www.careeronestop.org/ExploreCareers/Assessments/self-assessments.aspx
https://www.khanacademy.org/test-prep/sat
https://www.khanacademy.org/test-prep/sat


 

 College Spotlight: Columbus State 

Community College 

From an Associate of Arts degree to a Medical Assisting Certificate, Columbus 

State’s Community College’s programs will give you a head start at a four-year 

college and are applicable to real-world jobs. Some pros of CSCC: 

 

• They are affordable: A variety of financial aid packages and payment 

options ensure that CSCC is affordable and accessible. 

• They offer many different options: check out CSCC’s A-Z Program’s List 

here.  

• Simple application: If you are interested in applying or exploring their 

application process, click here for CSCC’s easy, three step system—no 

essay required! 

• They offer Transfer Programs: if you are looking to enter a four-year, 

CSCC will help guide your studies in preparation for entering a new 

school. 

 

There are many other reasons why CSCC may be a good fit for you! Explore their 

site at https://www.cscc.edu/  

 

SAT Question of the Month 
 

Replace the underlined portion with the answer choice that results in a sentence 

that is clear, precise, and meets the requirements of standard written English. 

One of the answer choices reproduces the underlined portion as it is written in 

the sentence. The answer is at the bottom of the newsletter. Good luck! 

The rebellious soldiers were brought before the court by the general. 

A) No error 

B) The rebellious soldiers brought the general before the court. 

C) The general brought the rebellious soldiers before the court. 

D) The rebellious soldiers were broughten before the court by the general. 

E) The rebellious soldiers were brought before the court.  
 

 

RESOURCES 

 

Crisis Textline 

Text HOME to 

741741 

 

National Suicide 

Prevention Lifeline 

1-800-273-8255 
 

ANSWER:  C 

 

https://www.cscc.edu/academics/a-z-programs/
https://www.cscc.edu/admissions/getstarted/
https://www.cscc.edu/

